
Faculty Meeting 2/25/2022 Agenda Department of Philosophy 

 

Approval of minutes of February 4th meeting 

 

New Business 

1. Discussion of possible Visiting Professors for next year. These names have been proposed. 

- Dennis Beulher  (phil mind) 

- Jane Friedman  (mind + epistemology) 

- Alexis Burgess  (phil lang + metaphysics) 

- Hannah Ginsborg (Kant and a seminar on phil of race) and Daniel Warren (Kant and logic) 

- Katya Vogt (ancient, ethics, epistemology) 

- Jorah Dannenberg (ethics, political phil., philosophy of film, epistemology)   

- Jeff King (Rutgers, philosophy of language) 

- Thony Gillies (ex-Rutgers, now Arizona, philosophy of language and formal epistemology) 

- Seth Yalcin (Berkeley, philosophy of language) 

- Michael Caie and Jessica Gelber (Toronto, metaphysics/epistemology and ancient, 
respectively) 

- Carlotta Pavese (Cornell, epistemology and philosophy of language) 

- Jane Friedman (NYU, epistemology) 

- Una Stojnic (Princeton, philosophy of language) 

- Walter Dean (Warwick; PhD Rutgers in Philosophy, Ph.D. CUNY in Computer Science). 
(Philosophy of mathematics, mathematical and philosophical logic, theoretical computer 
science, history and philosophy of computation) 

- David Plunkett (ethics, philosophy of law, philosophy of language, philosophical methodology, 
epistemology, and social/political philosophy, metaphysics, philosophy of science, and 19th-
20th century continental philosophy; courses recently taught: "Philosophical Methodology", 
"Identity, Liberalism, and Democracy", "Race, Justice, and the Law, and "Mind, Language, and 
Morality") 
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2. Discussion of how to choose how far to go down the shortlist. We’ve made a decision this 
time. Do we want to make a rule or guideline about how to make the decision in the future? 
We could do it the way decisions are normally made, with someone making a motion and us 
voting on it. That’s what was done this time. 

 

  

Announcements 

 
1. The university has a new policy about course releases earned through administrative work: 
from now on, they can’t be banked, but have to be used the year they are earned. REQUIRED 
ACTION: Tell Isamara when you plan to spend currently banked admin course releases. Tell 
her by February 27th. She has to submit a report. 
 
1. Please give an updated cv to John, for purposes of the department self-study. (It’s a good 
time to update your page on the website too, since Gabe will be making offers of admission this 
week. 
 
2. Paul Taylor and his family have scheduled a visit to campus in the tenth week of Winter term. 
This is to get acquainted with us and UCLA, to see what it’s like and what is possible here. 


